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Abstract

Recording molecular information to genomic DNA is a powerful means 
of investigating topics ranging from multicellular development to cancer 
evolution. With molecular recording based on genome editing, events such 
as cell divisions and signaling pathway activity drive specific alterations in a 
cell’s DNA, marking the genome with information about a cell’s history that 
can be read out after the fact. Although genome editing has been used for 
molecular recording, capturing the temporal relationships among recorded 
events in mammalian cells remains challenging. The DNA Typewriter system 
overcomes this limitation by leveraging prime editing to facilitate sequential 
insertions to an engineered genomic region. DNA Typewriter includes three 
distinct components: DNA Tape as the ‘substrate’ to which edits accrue in an 
ordered manner, the prime editor enzyme, and prime editing guide RNAs, 
which program insertional edits to DNA Tape. In this protocol, we describe 
general design considerations for DNA Typewriter, step-by-step instructions 
on how to perform recording experiments by using DNA Typewriter in 
HEK293T cells, and example scripts for analyzing DNA Typewriter data 
(https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22728758). This protocol covers two 
main applications of DNA Typewriter: recording sequential transfection 
events with programmed barcode insertions by using prime editing and 
recording lineage information during the expansion of a single cell to many. 
Compared with other methods that are compatible with mammalian cells, 
DNA Typewriter enables the recording of temporal information with higher 
recording capacities and can be completed within 4–6 weeks with basic 
expertise in molecular cloning, mammalian cell culturing and DNA sequencing 
data analysis.

Key points

 • DNA Typewriter is a CRISPR 
genome editing-based method 
for recording the temporal order 
of molecular events by tracing 
the physical order of unique 
barcodes along a DNA Tape array.

 • Compared with other existing 
methods, DNA Typewriter 
is highly multiplexable, 
unidirectional and sequential, 
capturing thousands of insertions 
in the precise order in which they 
occur, and it is active in living 
mammalian cells, including 
HEK293T, mouse embryonic stem 
cells and fibroblasts.
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Introduction

Molecular recording allows tracking of cellular development over time by encoding molecular 
events into stable storage media in the cell1–3. Among the different molecules within the cell to 
which information might be recorded, genomic DNA (gDNA) is highly appealing. Various types 
of information can be encoded into DNA sequences by using existing genome-editing methods. 
The written information is maintained and reliably replicated over time throughout the process 
of cellular development and can be read out at a later time to reveal the history of cells.

Molecular recording has great potential to capture information about the dynamic 
processes of cellular development and differentiation, where the final state of the cell depends 
on the sequence of events that the cell has experienced in the past. In principle, molecular 
recording can recover molecular events that define the developmental trajectory of a cell, 
profiling both the final state of the cell (e.g., using single-cell RNA -sequencing (scRNA-seq), 
single-cell transposase-accessible chromatin or other single-cell methods compatible with 
sequencing specific target transcripts and genomic regions) and the history of how it got there. 
The ability to record temporal relationships between events is critical in reconstructing past 
events within each cell, especially when investigating how different orders of the same set of 
events may lead to different outcomes.

The field of molecular recording has advanced rapidly over the past decade, spurred 
by improvements in CRISPR-based genome editing methods. By using different CRISPR 
genome-editing methods, various applications of molecular recording, such as recording 
external signaling events4,5, recording the order of internal gene expression6,7, encoding 
artificial digital information in nucleic acid sequences8,9 and even recovering past 
transcriptomes10,11, have been demonstrated. However, most of these methods were 
demonstrated only in bacterial cells, in which various CRISPR systems were discovered. 
Adapting the recording devices to mammalian cells remains challenging because the cellular 
environment of mammalian cells is quite different from that of bacterial cells. In the case of the 
Cas1-Cas2 editing system, mammalian cells may lack the host factors necessary for genome 
editing. The generation of double-stranded DNA fragments within mammalian cells may induce 
different cellular responses from those in bacterial cells, such as the sensing of DNA damage. 
Because Cas9 activity is not dependent on bacterial host factors, editing using Cas9 and its 
derivatives has been overwhelmingly used as a recording method of choice to date for writing 
information in the mammalian genome, in which a predetermined recording locus is integrated 
as a substrate for the recordings. However, the ability of the Cas1-Cas2 system to write temporal 
information via sequential editing is missing in the Cas9-based system.

To enable the temporally ordered writing of information to the mammalian genome, 
we recently developed the DNA Typewriter method12, which uses a Cas9-derivative prime 
editor13,14 for sequential editing. The DNA Typewriter system further includes a designed 
recording locus that resembles the Cas1-Cas2 system, enforcing directional sequential editing 
for encoding the relative order of multiple events. Here, we describe a detailed protocol for 
two main applications of the DNA Typewriter system: (i) recording the order of transfection to 
a population of cells by using barcoded prime-editing guide RNAs (Fig. 1a) and (ii) recording 
single-cell lineage information (Fig. 1b and Table 1).

Development of DNA Typewriter
Molecular recording methods have progressed with advances in genome-editing tools. 
An advance that enabled the DNA Typewriter system is prime editing13, which uses the 
engineered protein Cas9(H840A) nickase tethered to a reverse-transcriptase that is active in 
mammalian cells. A prime-editing guide RNA (pegRNA) complexed to the Cas9 protein specifies 
the insertion of a unique k-mer barcode, or InsertBC, at the target site as well as a 3-bp ‘key’ 
sequence that ‘unlocks’ the possibility of further editing. In contrast to Cas9 nuclease or base 
editing, the specific, desired edit can be encoded within the reverse transcriptase template of 
the pegRNA. Furthermore, the editing outcome is precise, resulting in either the programmed 
edit or an unedited sequence in the vast majority of cases.
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Most communication systems require not only a set of symbols but also a way to write 
them in order. In the context of molecular recording, information about the temporal order of 
events must be captured in each recording. DNA Typewriter achieves this by using a recording 
substrate referred to as ‘DNA Tape’, consisting of a tandem array of partial prime-editing target 
sites (Fig. 1c). One unit of the DNA Tape consists of a 14-bp monomer sequence flanked by a 3-bp 
key (GGA) sequence at its 5′ end. The 14-bp monomer includes the TGG protospacer-adjacent 
motif (PAM) sequence, at positions 4–6. This array and the first six bases of the subsequent 
14-bp monomer constitute a 20-bp spacer and PAM sequence. Within the DNA Tape tandem 
array, only the first site is an intact prime-editing target site because it includes the key sequence 
that completes the whole 20-bp spacer with a PAM sequence for prime editing, while the rest of 
the sites are truncated at their 5′ end and are therefore inactive. During the recording process, 
prime editing at the first target site inserts a unique event-specific barcode along with a key 
sequence that completes the next target site. The insertion event thus inactivates the first target 
site for further editing and also activates the next target site for sequential genome editing. 
Based on the sequential edits accumulated on the DNA Tape, the order of events within the cell 
can be reconstructed.

Applications of the method
To date, we have demonstrated two main applications of the DNA Typewriter system: 
(i) recording the order of transfections by using barcoded pegRNAs (Fig. 1a) and (ii) recording 
cell lineage information with recovery via scRNA-seq (Fig. 1b).

For recording the order of transfections, the plasmid to be transfected needs to carry a 
pegRNA-expression cassette that targets DNA Tape and inserts a variable InsertBC (Fig. 1c). The 
pegRNA is transcribed by using a human U6 promoter similar to that in guide RNA-expression 
cassettes. Based on the editing pattern of DNA Tape with InsertBCs at different locations, it 
is possible to infer the relative order between two InsertBCs and discriminate whether one 
InsertBC was introduced before another or if two InsertBCs were synchronously delivered to 
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Fig. 1 | Molecular recording by using DNA Typewriter. Components and 
applications of DNA Typewriter system. a,b, So far, the two main applications 
of DNA Typewriter are recording the order of transfections (a) and recording 
cell lineage (b). c, Sequences of DNA Tape (3xTAPE). The key sequence (GGA) 
completes a 20-bp spacer for prime editing, which inserts a barcode (BC) and 
another key sequence (NNNGGA InsertBC). The order of prime-editing events 
is encoded on the position within the DNA Tape. d, The sequence of epegRNA 

used in DNA Typewriter. Similar to a CRISPR single-guide RNA (sgRNA), 
epegRNA contains a 20-bp spacer sequence with an sgRNA scaffold. The 3′ end 
of the sgRNA scaffold is extended with a 9-bp homology sequence, InsertBC 
and primer-binding sites (reverse-complementary to the target sequence). 
The epegRNA contains an additional RNA pseudoknot structure that prevents 
RNA degradation from the 3′ end. CS1, 10X Genomics Capture Sequence 1; 
PAM, protospacer-adjacent motif; pegRNA, prime-editing guide RNA.
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the cell. For plasmids transfected concurrently, the relative ratio among transfected pegRNAs 
can also be inferred on the basis of the observed frequencies of each InsertBC.

In addition, DNA Typewriter can be used to track cell lineage information through the 
sequence of divisions required for clonal expansion (Fig. 1b). Molecular recording to track 
cell lineage information15–17 has been previously used to study early development18,19, blood 
cell development20 and cancer evolution21–23. To apply DNA Typewriter for cell lineage tracing, 
all components of this system (i.e., DNA Typewriter–prime editor, DNA Tape, and pegRNAs 
for inserting various InsertBCs) need to be continually expressed within the cell during the 
clonal expansion process. Over time, InsertBCs will randomly accumulate over one or many 
of the multiple instances of DNA Tape integrated into the cell’s genome. The combinations of 
InsertBCs will form a molecular barcode sequence for each cell, which will be inherited by the 
daughter cells after DNA replication and continue to be edited through sequential cell divisions. 
Finally, the edited DNA Tapes can be expressed as RNA molecules to be recovered via scRNA-seq.

We have successfully tested the DNA Typewriter system in HEK293T cells, mouse embryonic 
stem (ES) cells, and mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs)12. However, prime editing has been 
tested in a wider variety of cell types, including human T cells24, induced pluripotent stem 
cells, post-mitotic neurons13 and cells from other model organisms such as plants25, fruit 
flies26 and Escherichia coli27. We also expect that the application of DNA Typewriter will be 
expanded by allowing the direct recording of cellular events. To this end, new strategies such 
as ENGRAM28, a prime editing-based recording of transcription activation signals, can be used 
to record signaling events onto the DNA Typewriter platform. Combinations of single-cell 
signal-recording methods with the DNA Typewriter system could also reveal how cells develop 
and change over time in the context of developmental biology, cancer biology, and regenerative 
medicine.

Limitations
Limitations in the performance of the DNA Typewriter as a molecular recording method are 
linked to the limitations of prime editing. At present, the most outstanding limitation of prime 
editing is the rate of editing, which determines the recording rate as well as the temporal 
resolution of the DNA Typewriter. This limitation manifests in different forms on the basis of the 
application. In the context of recording the order of transfection, each round of transfection 
is recorded in <10% of the DNA Tapes integrated across the cell population. Thus, increasing 
the number of cells and performing deeper sequencing is necessary to recover the recorded 
information. In the context of single-cell lineage recording, a recording rate slower than one to 
two editing events per cell division results in a lineage tree without the resolution to reconstruct 
every cell division event. Although the slow editing rate could certainly hamper the application 
of the DNA Typewriter recording system, we expect that direct improvements in prime editing, 
through the engineering of prime-editing components as well as altering native DNA repair 
pathways24,29–32, will address this issue.

Another limitation of the DNA Typewriter method is the delivery of the recording device to 
a starting cell or cells. DNA Tape needs to be stably integrated within the genome to minimize 
the loss of recorded DNA over time, and both the prime editor and pegRNA need to be supplied 
for each round of recording. In the case of recording cell lineage, the prime editor and pegRNA 
also need to be stably integrated to minimize perturbation of the developing system. To achieve 
the best recording performance, multiple copies (~20 or more) of DNA Tape would ideally be 
integrated into each cell, especially for single-cell lineage-recording applications12. The size 
and quantity of genetic cargo that needs to be delivered to the starting cell of interest may limit 
the application of DNA Typewriter to specific systems. The generation of monoclonal cell lines 
with multiple (ideally 20–30) integrations can also be challenging when using a conventional 
method for gene integration. For transposase-based integration of DNA Tapes such as using 
piggyBAC, a method to increase the integration number by using a small percentage of carrier 
plasmid during transfection with a selection marker has been reported33.

To read out the recorded information, DNA Tape is either amplified directly from gDNA 
extracted from cells or transcribed into cellular RNA, which can be recovered by using 
scRNA-seq. Both readout methods rely on PCR amplification of the nucleic acid sequence. 
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Here, the most abundant forms of error are single base-pair substitutions, in which transition 
errors (purine-purine or pyrimidine-pyrimidine change) occur at a higher frequency than 
transversion errors (purine-pyrimidine change). This error could corrupt the recorded 
information, although one could use predetermined insertions and error-correction methods 
to avoid this issue. A potentially greater issue lies in the repeat structure of DNA Tape, in which 
the same stretch of DNA (14 bp when unedited or 17 bp when edited) is repeated multiple 
times for sequential editing. The tandem repeats of DNA sequences are potentially subject to 
expansion and contraction, both during in vivo DNA replication and during PCR amplification 
when preparing the sequencing library. Using long-read sequencing protocols, we have 
observed that larger numbers (>10) of repeats in DNA Tape are prone to array contraction12. 
In the current analysis of DNA Tape, we discard sequencing reads with unexpected expansions or 
contractions that may have occurred after the initial integration of DNA Tape into the genome.

Comparison with other methods
Recording the order of transfection
The use of precision genome editing such as prime editing used in DNA Typewriter (and 
more recently, peCHYRON34) enabled the recording of the order of multiple events through 
sequential editing. We previously demonstrated that the DNA Typewriter system can encode the 
relative temporal information of external stimuli such as the transfection of a DNA plasmid that 
expresses pegRNA targeting a DNA Tape sequence12 (Fig. 2). Each pegRNA is capable of inserting 
a unique InsertBC that includes the GGA key sequence at the end (e.g., AAAGGA, AACGGA, etc.) 
for sequential editing. In our demonstration of encoding text messages, we pre-associated an 
InsertBC with a written symbol (e.g., AAAGGA representing the letter ‘A’, AACGGA representing 
‘B’, etc.). Once the recording is done, the order of transfections can be inferred by sequencing 
the DNA Tape sequence from the bulk cell population and extrapolating the order of InsertBCs.

However, in Cas9-based recording, CRISPR–Cas9 induces double-stranded DNA breaks 
that are repaired via non-homologous end joining or microhomology-mediated end joining. 
Both processes result in a wide variety of editing outcomes, which are stochastic and highly 
dependent on the local DNA sequence around the cut site. Therefore, recording the order 
of events with Cas9 nuclease via sequential editing has been challenging to implement, 
because editing outcomes are hard to predict and do not occur in a unidirectional manner. 
However, sequential editing has been demonstrated by using other Cas-based systems, such 
as base editing (CAMERA5 and DOMINO6) or Cas1-Cas2 combined with the retron system 
(Retro-Cascorder7).
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Fig. 2 | Overview of recording the order of transfections by using DNA Typewriter. As an example, a population of seven 
cells with 3xTAPE is propagated through three rounds of sequential transfections. Bulk gDNA collected from these seven 
cells after the third transfection shows different species of unidirectionally edited TAPEs. By calculating the frequencies 
of each bigram (i.e., pairs of adjacent editing events) from the sequencing reads, the original order of transfections can be 
inferred from the TAPE molecules of the entire population.
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Recording single-cell lineage information
The DNA Typewriter system can be used to record and reconstruct a cell lineage tree at 
single-cell resolution (Fig. 3). Similar to the previous approaches based on Cas9-based lineage 
recorders18,19, DNA Typewriter can be used to randomly introduce mutations in the form of 
insertional barcodes to DNA Tapes. These mutations are synthetic and not intended to add or 
alter any cellular function, but rather are used to estimate the clonal distance between cell pairs 
with the same set of DNA Tapes. However, we cannot rule out that the integration and expression 
of prime-editing components, including these arrays, may affect cellular characteristics, such 
as the rate of cell growth. This method is analogous to how shared natural mutation patterns 
across the genome could be used to estimate the phylogenetic distance between pairs of 
organisms after aligning their genomic sequence. Compared to other lineage reconstruction 
methods based on natural mutations (e.g., mutations accumulated on mitochondria or across 
the entire genome), lineage reconstruction using synthetic mutations has several advantages. 
First, the mutation rate can be tuned to achieve optimal resolution in lineage reconstruction 
(e.g., at a much higher rate than natural mutation). Second, mutations occur in designated 
genomic loci, rather than across the entire genome, to focus the sequencing efforts. Third, the 
genomic loci with the synthetic mutations can be transcribed into mRNA, which then can be 
recovered by using standard scRNA-seq platforms. These advantages come at the expense of 
the need to genetically introduce and maintain the recording components within the target cell, 
which may not be a trivial task depending on the biological system of interest.

Compared with previous Cas9-based recording methods, prime editing-based lineage 
recording methods such as DNA Typewriter have several notable advantages. First, prime 
editing generates single-stranded breaks, or ‘nicks’, on gDNA, which are likely to be more 
tolerable to mammalian cells than the toxic double-stranded DNA breaks generated by 
Cas9 nuclease. Second, the synthetic mutations are ordered, and insertion identity is 
pre-programmed by prime editing, compared to the combinations of random insertions and 
deletions generated during the repair of the double-stranded breaks. Because the editing 
outcome of prime editing is highly predictable and precise, the resulting data consist of a set 
of predefined mutations occurring on a set of predefined sites. Lineage-tree reconstruction 
methods such as the unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) can 
be used to infer clonal relationships more accurately compared to the Cas9-based strategy, 
in which editing outcomes such as large deletions can affect estimation of edit distances of the 
same DNA locus in different cells. Third, the sequential editing on the DNA Typewriter system 
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Fig. 3 | Overview of recording single-cell lineage information by using DNA 
Typewriter. Three DNA Typewriter components (DNA Tapes each with a unique 
TapeBC, pegRNAs each with a unique InsertBC and a prime editor) are stably 
integrated into a cell line. A single cell is isolated for monoclonal expansion, 
during which lineage information is recorded onto DNA Tapes by a prime editor 

and pegRNAs with different InsertBCs. At the end of the experiment, scRNA-seq 
methods can be used to capture both the transcriptome and the recorded DNA 
Tapes from the cells of the monoclonal culture. The clonal relationship between 
recovered cells can then be inferred.
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allows only a portion of the potential writing sites to be available for editing at any given time, 
stabilizing the editing rate across a longer time period rather than focusing most of the editing 
early on. However, these advantages come at the expense of the need to integrate multiple 
pegRNA-expression cassettes to achieve a high complexity of editing. In our implementation 
of lineage recording using DNA Typewriter, we combined a pegRNA-expression cassette 
and a TapeBC-5xTAPE-expression cassette into a single lentiviral vector and aimed for a high 
multiplicity of infection (MOI of 20–30) to have as many writing sites (TAPEs) as possible as well 
as high complexity in edits that can be made (pegRNA-InsertBC).

Overview of the procedures
Here, we describe two different applications of the DNA Typewriter, which can be summarized 
as follows.

Procedure 1: recording the order of transfection events with barcoded pegRNAs
The steps are as follows—Steps 1–15: cloning of the DNA Typewriter components; Steps 16–19: 
stable integration of the recording constructs into target cells; Steps 20–25: cell culture 
and passaging of the cells with the DNA Typewriter recording components throughout the 
duration of the experiment; Steps 26–45: gDNA isolation to recover the DNA Tapes from the cell 
population and sequencing to infer the identity and order of events.

Procedure 2: recording cell lineage information with recovery via scRNA-seq
The steps are as follows—Steps 1–6: cloning of DNA Typewriter lineage-recording components; 
Steps 7–21: stable integration of the lineage-recording construct into target cells; Steps 22–33: 
cell culture and passaging of the cells with the DNA Typewriter recording components 
throughout the duration of the experiment; Steps 34–50: scRNA-seq with recovery of DNA 
Tapes containing lineage information along with cellular transcriptomes.

Experimental design
Designing the DNA Tape construct
Recording in the DNA Typewriter system is done at the DNA Tape locus. In the initial DNA Tape 
design, a 14-bp sequence (TGATGGTGAGCACG) is repeated typically five to six times, flanked 
by a GGA key sequence upstream and an additional downstream sequence (TGATGGTGAGC; 
the first 11 bp of the repeating tape sequence) to serve as a homology sequence that guides the 
prime-editing process on the last site12 (Fig. 1c). We typically also include a unique molecular 
identifier (UMI) sequence upstream (random 8 bp referred to as ‘TapeBC’) that distinguishes the 
different instances of DNA Tape in each cell. The DNA Tape construct, which is ~200–300 bp in 
length, is typically embedded in the 3′ untranslated region (UTR) of a transcribed RNA cassette 
such as GFP for its recovery in scRNA-seq platforms. Additional capture sequences such as CS1 
or CS2 from 10X Genomics can be added to boost its recovery. In most applications, the DNA 
Tape sequences are stably integrated into the genome by using lentiviral or transposon vectors.

A successful recording event into DNA Tape will expand each repeat sequence of 14 bp 
into 17 bp in length by adding the GGA key sequence, with the addition of intervening InsertBC 
sequences inside the tandem repeats. In our previous experience, five repeats of the Tape 
(5xTAPE) sequence have a relatively low frequency of losing or gaining repeats12. The 5xTAPE 
design allows the recording of up to five sequential events and fits well within the 100–200 
cycles of DNA sequencing on Illumina short read sequencing platforms. The use of longer 
DNA Tape tends to suffer from contraction or expansion of repeats, especially during PCR 
amplification for the sequencing library preparation, which can corrupt the recorded 
information. The addition of UMIs in the form of random 8–15 bp via linear PCR amplification 
could help identify the change in repeat sizes from different sequencing reads. Finally, although 
we have not extensively tested the effect of different DNA polymerases, we expect a wide variety 
of DNA polymerases to work in amplifying DNA sequences containing tandem repeats used in 
the DNA Typewriter system. However, the PCR reaction needs to be optimized to minimize the 
cycle number, which may increase the chance of generating chimeric PCR products because of 
the highly repetitive nature of the DNA Tape sequence.
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Achieving the right level of editing efficiency is key to successful recording experiments. The 
ideal editing efficiency per transfection would be ~10–30%, where the order of multiple events 
can be reliably captured within a single DNA Tape. To ensure that editing efficiency is adequate 
for each experiment, we recommend having both positive and negative control conditions in 
parallel to the recording experiment. The positive control could be the editing of a known target 
such as the native HEK3 locus, sharing reagents and a cell culture environment with the actual 
experiment as much as possible. The negative control could be a non-editing condition, which 
would help assess the baseline non-intentional edited product and estimate the editing rate over 
the course of the experiment. The editing efficiency also influences the required sequencing 
depth of DNA Tape to reconstruct the order of events. We have observed that for DNA Tapes with 
50% editing in the first site, as few as 2,500 reads can be used to reconstruct the correct order of 
16 sequential transfection events12. In general, we would recommend aiming for 100,000 reads 
per sample, in case the editing efficiency is lower than expected.

Considerations for designing pegRNAs for DNA Typewriter
The design process of pegRNAs used in DNA Typewriter is much simpler than designing a 
pegRNA to induce a desired genomic edit, which includes several parameters such as the spacer 
sequence, the length of primer-binding sequence, the length of the homology sequence, 
and the sequence for the editing outcome (Fig. 1d). In DNA Typewriter, we have identified a 
particular DNA Tape sequence (repeats of ‘TAPE-1’ 14 bp with GGA Key sequence) that is largely 
restricted to sequential editing with reasonable efficiency (5–30% per single transfection; 
tested in HEK293T cells, MEFs and mouse ES cells). Thus, the design parameters are limited to 
a single one: choosing the insertion sequence (‘InsertBC’). The InsertBC must include both the 
event-specific barcode sequence and the shared key sequence (e.g., NNNGGA) for sequential 
editing. We have tested two to six random barcode sequences (inserting 5–9 bp of NNGGA to 
NNNNNNGGA). Although a longer InsertBC sequence can help increase the edit distance among 
InsertBC sequences for error-correcting barcodes, it typically decreases the efficiency of 
insertion. In our experience, 9-bp insertions are about half as efficient as 5- and 6-bp insertions. 
Given the current accuracy of DNA sequencing in base calling, NNNGGA should work well for 
most cases, achieving a high recording efficiency while allowing 64 different InsertBCs, or 
symbols, to be used within a single experiment.

The insertion efficiency of individual InsertBCs varies but is typically consistent across 
experiments. One could choose a set of InsertBCs with the highest editing efficiency while 
achieving maximal edit distance among them. The editing efficiency of each InsertBC can be 
used to correct the observed frequencies of the insertions, which enables an accurate estimate 
of relative insertion frequencies or intensity of events across different InsertBCs. It is still 
unclear what all the determinants of insertion efficiencies are. Anecdotally, we observe that 
poly-A insertion sequences tend to perform worse, possibly because they form poly-U template 
sequences in pegRNA prone to termination of Pol-3 during transcription12. Another possibility 
is the formation of the overall secondary and tertiary structure of the pegRNA, in which some 
of the InsertBC sequences can interact with the guide RNA scaffold sequence that disfavors its 
interaction with the Cas9 nickase portion of the prime editor28.

Finally, any advances in designing pegRNAs can be used to increase the efficiency of 
pegRNAs used in DNA Typewriter. For example, recent advances in pegRNA architecture such as 
the addition of a 3′-end RNA pseudoknot29 (‘epegRNA’) can be used to improve editing efficiency 
(Fig. 1d). In addition to the sequence that we have identified for DNA Typewriter, one could 
also search for better DNA Tape sequences with higher editing rates. In our study, we screened 
48 different designs and identified two sequences for sequential editing12, but a larger-scale screen 
might further increase the efficiency and/or precision of ordered recording with DNA Typewriter.

Choice of recording cell line and delivery method
To record ordered transfections of pegRNA with DNA Typewriter, two other components 
need to be present within the cell: the prime editor enzyme, to catalyze the recording, and 
DNA Tape loci as substrates for recording. Although a prime editor–expressing plasmid can be 
transiently delivered to cells along with each pegRNA to initiate the editing, we recommend that 
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the DNA Tape loci be stably integrated within the genome to minimize the loss of information 
over time. In addition, the large size of the prime editor plasmid (typically 10–12 kb) and of the 
prime editor expression cassette (6 kb encoding the prime editor with additional transcription 
promoter and terminator elements) may limit the delivery of the prime editor into many 
hard-to-transfect cell types; thus, a recorder cell line with prime editor stably expressed may be 
useful for increasing the percentage of cells with all three components for molecular recording.

The time interval between each pegRNA delivery event will also need to be considered. In 
its original implementation, DNA Typewriter was able to resolve ordered transfections in 3-day 
intervals, which we chose to minimize the toxicity of transfection by using liposome-based 
delivery of the pegRNAs to HEK293T cells. Because one needs to deliver exogenous pegRNAs 
into cells sequentially, the cell line of choice will need to be able to handle multiple rounds of 
transfection or transduction. In our case, we observed stable cell growth over 16 rounds of 
transfection to HEK293T cells over 48 days12.

The choice of cell type in which to perform molecular recording will determine how to 
deliver the prime-editing components. Previously, we have shown the use of DNA Typewriter 
in HEK293T cells, mouse ES cells and MEFs12. Manufacturers’ protocols tailored specifically to 
these cell types were followed for recording the order of transfection: Lipofectamine 3000 for 
HEK293T cells and Lonza nucleofector for mouse ES cells and MEFs. In the following protocol, 
we provide the DNA Typewriter procedure specific to HEK293T cells, but the details of cell 
line generation and nucleic acid delivery methods can be modified to suit the recording cell 
line of choice. We expect that most established protocols that tailor both stable integration of 
genetic constructs and transient transfection of nucleic acids to the cell line of choice will be 
suitable for molecular recording with DNA Typewriter. Lastly, in cases in which transfection 
or stable integration of large cargo such as the prime editor plasmid is difficult, delivery of 
ribonucleoprotein prime-editing complex can be considered35, although this procedure is not 
covered in the following protocol.

Extracting recorded information from a DNA sequence
Information recorded to DNA Tape needs to be PCR amplified either from gDNA or 
complementary DNA (cDNA) generated from transcribed cellular RNA and sequenced as a 
short DNA amplicon. The design of the DNA amplicon should include the entire DNA Tape 
sequence and the TapeBC if present. In the case of using scRNA-seq platforms such as 10X 
Genomics, Read1 will include a 16-bp cell-identifying sequence (cell barcode, CellBC) and a 
12-bp UMI sequence from the cDNA generation step. The entire DNA Tape sequence, along with 
any insertions, will be sequenced from Read2. To allocate sequencing cycles for DNA Tape, 
reading through the entire DNA Tape sequence is advantageous to check whether there has 
been any expansion of the repeat region during the recording. Assuming that five repeats of a 
writing site are fully edited with 6-bp insertions, the DNA Tape region alone will be greater than 
120 bp without including flanking sequences such as the TapeBC. Therefore, a 150- or 200-cycle 
sequencing kit may be minimally required to sequence the entire DNA Tape region.

From the sequencing reads, reads containing errors from PCR amplification or sequencing 
need to be filtered out, and multiple short DNA sequences need to be extracted. Optionally, one 
could use paired-end sequencing reads to bidirectionally cover the entire DNA Tape and identify 
sequencing errors, at the expense of higher sequencing cost. In both cases, we recommend 
the following steps in filtering out reads: (i) use pattern matching to identify constant regions 
flanking either side of the DNA Tape, ensuring that the read contains the DNA Tape at the expected 
location; (ii) extract the TapeBC and retain an overall set of TapeBCs for analysis based on a 
read-count threshold; and (iii) extract the InsertBC from each position by pattern-matching the 
region flanking the InsertBC (e.g., for an NNNGGA InsertBC, use the flanking sequence of ACG…
TGA as in ACGNNNGGATGA). These steps would result in a table of filtered reads as the rows 
with the following as the columns: TapeBC, InsertBC in the first site of the DNA Tape, InsertBC 
in the second site of the DNA Tape and so forth. In a single-cell experiment, there would be an 
additional column of CellBC unique to each single cell. This table can then be used to analyze the 
relationships between InsertBCs within the same read to order multiple events or compare the set 
of InsertBCs across CellBC-TapeBC pairs to estimate clonal distances between cell pairs.
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Materials

Biological materials
•	 E. coli strains: C3040H competent cells (NEB, cat. no. C3040H)
•	 Mammalian cell lines: HEK293T (American Type Culture Collection, cat. no. CRL-3216; 

RRID: CVCL_0063) or desired target cell line 
▲ CAuTIoN Cell lines should be regularly screened for mycoplasma contamination.

Reagents
Plasmids
•	 PE2 (Addgene, cat. no. 132775) or PE4max (Addgene, cat. no. 174828 for 

pCMV-PEmax-P2A-hMLH1dn)
•	 epegRNA cloning backbone (Addgene, cat. no. 174038)
•	 piggyBAC-rtTA (Addgene, cat. no. 126034; or equivalent)
•	 piggyBAC Transposase Super PiggyBac Transposase expression vector (System Bioscience, 

cat. no. PB210PA-1; or equivalent)
•	 piggyBAC-iPE2 (XLone-PE2; Addgene, cat. no. 136463; or equivalent)
•	 Lentiviral CRISPR droplet sequencing (CROP-seq) backbone (Addgene, cat. no. 200029)
•	 piggyBAC-U6-GFP-WPRE (Addgene, cat. no. 200030)

Cloning of DNA plasmids
•	 DNase/RNase-free distilled water (Invitrogen, cat. no. AM9937)
•	 Ethanol, 200 proof (Decon Labs, cat. no. 2701)
•	 DNA oligonucleotides for cloning and PCR (Integrated DNA Technologies custom DNA 

oligos, Supplementary Table 1)
•	 Nuclease-free water (Invitrogen, cat. no. AM9937)
•	 5 M NaCl (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. AM9759)
•	 KAPA2G Robust 2× Hotstart mix (Kapa, cat. no. KK5702)
•	 SYBR Green (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. S7563)
•	 Agencourt AMPure XP (Beckman Coulter, cat. no. A63882)
•	 Ultrapure agarose (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. 16500-500)
•	 Ethidium bromide solution (Bio-Rad, cat. no. 1610433)
•	 1 kb Plus DNA ladder (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. 10787018)
•	 6× gel loading dye, purple (NEB, cat. no. B7024S)
•	 LB medium (e.g., Thermo Fisher, cat. no. 12795027)
•	 LB agar medium (e.g., Thermo Fisher, cat. no. 22700025)
•	 Ampicillin sodium salt (Fisher Scientific, cat. no. BP1760-25)
•	 Monarch gel extraction clean-up kit (NEB, cat. no. T1020S)
•	 Qiagen Mini kit (Qiagen, cat. no. 27106)
•	 ZymoPure Midi kit (Zymo, cat. no. D4201)
•	 10× rCutSmart buffer (NEB, cat. no. B6004S)
•	 BsaI-HF-v2 (NEB, cat. no. R3733S)
•	 BsmBI-HF-v2 (NEB, cat. no. R0739S)
•	 MluI-HF (NEB, cat. no. R3198S)
•	 KpnI-HF (NEB, cat. no. R3142S)
•	 T4 polynucleotide kinase (NEB, cat. no. M0201S)
•	 T4 DNA ligase (NEB, cat. no. M0202S)
•	 10× T4 DNA ligase reaction buffer (NEB, cat. no. B0202S) 

▲ CRITICAL Multiple freeze-thaw cycles will cause the ATP in the buffer to degrade. 
Divide into aliquots of working volumes to minimize freeze-thaw cycles, and store as 
recommended by the manufacturer.

•	 NEBuilder HiFi DNA assembly master mix (NEB, cat. no. E2621S)

https://scicrunch.org/resolver/CVCL_0063
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Mammalian cell culture
•	 DMEM (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. 119650192)
•	 GlutaMAX supplement (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. 35050061)
•	 FBS characterized (Cytiva, cat. no. SH30396.03)
•	 Penicillin-streptomycin (100× concentration) (Gibco, cat. no. 15140-122)
•	 Puromycin dihydrochloride (Gibco, cat. no. A1113803)
•	 Blasticidin S HCl (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. A1113903)
•	 Dulbecco’s PBS 1× (Gibco, cat. no. 14190-144)
•	 Trypsin 0.25% EDTA (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. 25200056)
•	 Lipofectamine 3000 transfection reagent kit (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. L3000001)
•	 Opti-MEM reduced serum medium (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. 31985062)
•	 100 mM sodium pyruvate (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. 11360070)
•	 ViraPower lentiviral packaging mix (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. K497500)
•	 Bleach solution (Fisher Scientific, cat. no. NC1796686)
•	 PEG-it virus precipitation solution (5×) (System Biosciences, cat. no. LV810A-1)
•	 ViroMag R/L (OZ Biosciences, cat. no. RL40100)
•	 Magnetofection magnetic plate (OZ Biosciences, cat. no. MF10000)
•	 Proteinase K (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. EO0491)
•	 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.5 (VWR, cat. no. 76236-402)
•	 Ultrapure SDS 10% solution (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. 15553027)
•	 (Optional) Dneasy blood & tissue kit (Qiagen, cat. no. 69504)

Sequencing library preparation
•	 NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. ND-8000-GL; or DNA concentration 

quantification tool alternatives)
•	 Agilent 4200 TapeStation (Agilent, cat. no. G2991BA; or DNA size quantification tool 

alternatives)
•	 10× Genomics chromium controller (10X Genomics, cat. no. 1000204)
•	 Illumina NextSeq 550 system (Illumina, cat. no. SY-415-1002; or alternatives)

General equipment
•	 Filtered pipette tips, assorted (Fisher, cat. nos. 12-111-132, 76175-406, 12-111-002 and 12-111-000)
•	 Serological pipettes, assorted (Eppendorf, cat. nos. 30127714, 30127722, 30127730 and 

30127749)
•	 Standard microcentrifuge tubes (Eppendorf, cat. no. 30108418)
•	 Standard PCR eight-strip tubes (USA Scientific, cat. no. 1402-4700)
•	 Standard cryogenic vials for liquid nitrogen storage (VWR, cat. no. 89089-764)
•	 CoolCell (Corning, cat. no. 432000)
•	 Vortex mixer (VWR, cat. no. 10153-838)
•	 Benchtop microcentrifuge (Eppendorf, cat. no. 5405000441)
•	 Countess automated cell counter (Thermo Fisher, cat. no. AMQAX2000)
•	 Light microscope with GFP excitation laser and filter (Zeiss Axio Observer 3 or similar)

Software
•	 (Optional) CRISPResso236 (https://github.com/pinellolab/CRISPResso2)

Reagent setup
Single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides
Resuspend lyophilized oligos to 100 µM stock concentration in the volume of nuclease-free 
water or DNA elution buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5) recommended by the manufacturer. 
Stocks can be stored at −20 °C for ≥1 year.

Complete cell lysis buffer for gDNA preparation
To 10 ml of nuclease-free water, add 100 µl of 1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.5, 50 µl of 10% ultrapure SDS 
solution, and 20 µl of proteinase K. Prepare complete cell lysis buffer fresh each time.

https://github.com/pinellolab/CRISPResso2
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Annealing buffer
To 9.8 ml of nuclease-free water, add 100 µl of 1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 100 µl of 5 M NaCl 
solution. The buffer can be stored at room temperature (22–25 °C) indefinitely.

HEK293T cell culturing medium
Aseptically mix 440 ml of DMEM, 5 ml of GlutaMAX supplement, 5 ml of 1× 
penicillin-streptomycin, and 50 ml of FBS.

Lentivirus packaging medium
Aseptically mix 469 ml of Opti-MEM I reduced serum medium, 5 ml of GlutaMAX supplement, 
25 ml of FBS, and 1 ml of 100 mM sodium pyruvate.

HEK293T cell culture and passaging
Maintain HEK293T cells in culture as described in Box 1.

Procedure 1

Cloning of DNA Tape-targeting epegRNA expression cassettes
● TIMINg 3–4 days
▲ CRITICAL The following cloning protocol has been adapted from the Golden Gate cloning 
strategy from the initial report describing prime editing13.
1. Choose a set of InsertBCs to be cloned as epegRNAs; the chosen barcodes will be inserted 

into the DNA Tape via prime editing.
2. Clone epegRNA expression cassettes, by using option A (Golden Gate cloning strategy) 

if cloning individual cassettes, or option B (isothermal assembly also known as ‘Gibson 

Box 1

HEK293T cell culture and passaging
● TIMINg 1 h
Procedure
1. Thaw a frozen stock vial of HEK293T cells in a 37 °C water bath 

until the ice core has just disappeared.
2. Gently resuspend the cells in 10 volumes of complete HEK293T  

cell medium.
3. Transfer the cell suspension to a 15-ml Falcon tube and centrifuge 

at 300g for 5 min.
4. Remove the supernatant and resuspend the cell pellet in 10 ml of 

HEK293T cell medium.
5. Find the concentration of live cells per milliliter by using a cell 

counter.
6. Calculate the volume of cell suspension needed for plating 

10,000–20,000 cells per square centimeter of the culture dish 
or flask. Plate the cell suspension in a culture dish or flask in an 
appropriate volume for the container. If using a 10-cm culture dish, 
the total volume of the medium should be ~10–15 ml. Distribute 
the cells evenly across the culture dish or flask by gently shaking 
along the vertical axis and then the horizontal axis.

7. Place the cells in a cell culture incubator set at 37 °C and 5% CO2.
8. Monitor cell growth by inspecting the cells under a brightfield 

microscope. When the cells have reached 85% confluency 

(after 2–3 days of culture), aspirate the culture medium and wash 
the cells once with 10 ml of 1× PBS, if using a 10-cm culture dish.

9. Add a volume of trypsin sufficient to cover the bottom of the 
culture dish (or flask) and incubate the cells in an incubator at 
37 °C and 5% CO2 for 5 min.

10. Inactivate the trypsin by adding ≥3 volumes of HEK293T cell 
medium supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) FBS. Pipette up and 
down gently to ensure full cell dissociation.

11. Centrifuge the cell suspension at 300g for 5 min. Aspirate the 
supernatant, leaving a hard cell pellet at the bottom of the tube.

12. Follow option A to propagate the culture or start a new experiment 
or option B to freeze the cell for long-term storage.
(A) Propagation of the culture: resuspend the cell pellet in 10 ml 

of HEK293T cell medium and plate the cell suspension in a 
clean culture dish for the propagation of the culture or for the 
start of an experiment

(B) Freezing of cells for long-term storage
(i) Resuspend the cell pellet in 10 ml of freezing medium of 10% 

(vol/vol) dimethyl sulfoxide in FBS.
(ii) Distribute aliquots of the cell suspension into cryovials and 

freeze the vials in a CoolCell insulator at −80 °C for ≥4 h.
(iii) Transfer the frozen vials to liquid nitrogen for long-term storage.
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Assembly’) if cloning a library of epegRNA expression cassettes after obtaining a pool of 
oligonucleotides.
(A) generation of individual epegRNA expression cassettes by golden gate cloning

● TIMINg 3–4 days
 (i) Prepare a restriction enzyme digest reaction with 5 µg of the pU6-epegRNA-GG-

acceptor plasmid backbone and BsaI-HF-v2 as follows:

Component Volume (µl) Final concentration

pU6-epegRNA-GG-acceptor plasmid Volume for 5 µg –

BsaI-HF-v2 (20,000 U/ml) 5 2,500 U/ml

10× rCutSmart buffer 4 1×

Nuclease-free water Up to 40 –

 (ii) Incubate the reaction at 37 °C for ≥3 h or overnight in a thermocycler.
 (iii) Prepare a 0.8% (wt/vol) agarose TAE gel supplemented with 1:10,000 (vol/vol) ethidium 

bromide. Mix five volumes of the restriction digest reaction with one volume of 6× purple 
loading dye and load the sample into the gel along with a DNA ladder in a separate lane.

 (iv) Run the gel in 1× TAE buffer at 120 V cm−1 for 30 min.
 (v) Use a clean blade to cut the relevant band from the gel and perform gel extraction 

by following the instructions provided in the Monarch gel extraction kit. The size 
of the expected digestion product is 2.2 kb.

  ■ PAuSE PoINT Linearized fragments can be stored at 4 °C for several weeks or 
at −20 °C indefinitely.

 (vi) Quantify the concentration of the extracted linearized plasmid by UV-visible 
spectrophotometry (Nanodrop) or an equivalent method.

 (vii) Order and prepare the components for the three Golden Gate splints by following 
Box 2. See Supplementary Table 1 for oligo designs OLG_GG01 through OLG_GG06.

 (viii) Using the linearized plasmid vector (from Step 2A(vi)) and the three splint oligos 
(Box 2), set up the Golden Gate assembly reaction in a PCR strip tube as follows:

Component Volume (µl) Final concentration

Splint 1 (1 µM) 1 0.1 µM
Splint 2 (1 µM) 1 0.1 µM
Splint 3 (1 µM) 1 0.1 µM
BsaI-HF digested pU6-epegRNA-GG-acceptor 
plasmid

Volume for 30 ng of digested 
vector

–

10× T4 ligase reaction buffer 1 1×
T4 DNA ligase (400,000 U/ml) 0.5 20,000 U/ml
BsaI-HF-v2 (20,000 U/ml) 0.2 4,000 U/ml
Nuclease-free water Up to 10 –

 (ix) Perform the Golden Gate assembly reaction by using the following thermocycler 
conditions:

Step Temperature (°C) Time

1 16 20 min

2 37 5 min

3 85 5 min

4 4 Hold

 (x) (Optional) To increase the efficiency of Golden Gate assembly, follow the thermocy-
cler protocol below:

Step Temperature (°C) Time Cycling instructions

1 37 2 min –

2 16 2 min Go back to step 1; repeat 20–60 times
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Step Temperature (°C) Time Cycling instructions

3 4 Hold –

4 65 10 min Perform this step before transformation

5 4 Hold –

 (xi) Transform 1 µl of the assembled Golden Gate reaction into 10 µl of NEB C3040H 
competent cells by following the manufacturer’s protocol.

 (xii) Plate the entire volume of the transformation reaction onto an LB agar plate 
containing 50 µg/ml ampicillin and incubate overnight at 37 °C.

   ■ PAuSE PoINT The transformed plate can be stored at 4 °C for 1 week.
   ◆ TRoubLESHooTINg
 (xiii) Pick individual RFP-negative colonies (colonies that still carry the RFP gene will 

appear red by eye) and transfer them to individual 14-ml round-bottom tubes 
containing 5 ml of LB supplemented with 100 µg/ml ampicillin.

 (xiv) Grow the cultures in a shaking incubator (200 rpm, 37 °C) overnight.
 (xv) Purify plasmids from bacterial culture with the Qiagen miniprep kit and verify the 

insert by using Sanger sequencing.

(B) generation of a library of epegRNA expression cassettes by isothermal assembly
● TIMINg 3–4 days

 (i) Perform a BsaI-HF restriction enzyme digest as described in Steps 2A(i–vii) to 
linearize the pU6-epegRNA-GG-acceptor plasmid for epegRNA cloning.

 (ii) Order and prepare a double-stranded pool of epegRNA sequences by following the 
instructions in Box 2. The library will vary at the InsertBC region.

 (iii) Set up the isothermal reaction as follows:

Component Volume (µl) Final concentration

Acceptor vector For 30 ng of digested vector –

Double-stranded DNA pool For threefold molar ratio over the 
amount of the acceptor vector

–

NEBuilder HiFi 2× master mix 5 1×

Water Up to 10 –

 (iv) Incubate the isothermal assembly at 50 °C for 15–60 min.
 (v) Transform 5 µl of the isothermal assembly reaction into 50 µl of C3040H 

competent cells by following the manufacturer’s protocol.
 (vi) Dilute the transformed cells by adding 950 µl of LB medium supplemented with 

100 µg/ml ampicillin.
 (vii) Plate 10 µl of the transformed cells on an LB agar plate containing ampicillin. Add 

the rest of the cells (~990 µl) to a 250-ml Erlenmeyer flask containing 50 ml of LB 
supplemented with 100 µg/ml ampicillin.

  ▲ CRITICAL STEP On the next day, the estimated number of transformation events 
will be 100 times the number of colonies.

 (viii) Incubate the plates and the flasks at 30 °C for 24 h or 37 °C for 16–18 h. The flasks 
should be placed in a shaking incubator set at 200 rpm.

   ▲ CRITICAL STEP If the plasmid contains repeat elements as in the case of lenti-
viral or piggyBAC transposon vectors, grow C3040H cells at 30 °C to minimize 
recombination.

 (ix) The next day, inspect the plates and count the number of individual colonies to 
assess the complexity of the library. Purify the plasmids from the cell cultures by 
using the ZymoPure Midi kit.

 (x) Sequence the purified plasmid by using Sanger sequencing to verify the clon-
ing of the plasmid pool. Alternatively, use next-generation sequencing to quan-
tify the relative frequency of individual constructs within the pool by following 
Steps 30–40 and substituting gDNA with plasmid DNA.
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Box 2

Preparation of epegRNA cloning components
● TIMINg 1–4 h
Procedure
1. Follow option A if designing oligos for Golden Gate cloning or option B for isothermal assembly.

(A) Design and preparation of oligos for golden gate cloning
(i) Using the Golden Gate splint sequences provided in Supplementary Table 1 as examples, order two oligos as the top and bottom 

strands of a double-stranded DNA with 5′ overhangs for each splint (splints 1–3).
 ▲ CRITICAL STEP Three splints are required: (i) guide RNA spacer, (ii) guide RNA scaffold, and (iii) 3′ extension containing the 

primer-binding site, insertion sequence, and homology sequence. Splint 2 (OLG_GG03 and OLG_GG04) is constant in all epegRNA 
designs, while splints 1 (OLG_GG01 and OLG_GG02) and 3 (OLG_GG05 and OLG_GG06) specify the sequence to target in the DNA 
Tape and the desired insertion outcome, respectively.

(ii) Prepare the annealing reaction of the top and bottom single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides to create double-stranded DNA with 
overhangs for Golden Gate assembly as follows:

Component Volume (µl) Final concentration (µM)

100 µM top-strand oligonucleotide 1 4

100 µM bottom-strand oligonucleotide 1 4

Annealing buffer 23 –

Total volume 25 –

(iii) Incubate the reaction in a thermocycler and anneal the oligos as follows:

Step Condition Time

1 95 °C 3 min

2 Ramp down to 22 °C at −0.1 °C/s –

3 4 °C Hold

(iv) (Optional) If oligos are purchased without the 5′ phosphorylation modification, manually phosphorylate the splint with T4 PNK 
enzyme in the following reaction:

Component Volume (µl) Final concentration

4 µM unphosphorylated splint 25 1 µM

10× T4 DNA ligase reaction buffer 10 1×

T4 PNK (10,000 U/ml) 2 200 U/ml

Nuclease-free water 63 –

Total volume 100 –

  ▲ CRITICAL STEP Only splint 2 must be phosphorylated (splints 1 and 3 can be unphosphorylated) for the Golden Gate assembly 
procedure. However, phosphorylation of all three splints aids the success of cloning, if needed.

(v) (Optional) Incubate the T4 PNK reaction at 37 °C for 1 h. After the phosphorylation step, the splints will be at 1 µM concentration.
(vi) (Optional) If the oligos were purchased with the 5′ phosphorylation modification, dilute the splints to 1 µM concentration by adding 

75 µl of water to the 25-µl annealing reaction.
■ PAuSE PoINT Phosphorylated splints can be stored at −20 °C for several months.

(B) Design and preparation of an epegRNA DNA pool for isothermal assembly
● TIMINg 3–4 days

(i) Design a DNA pool containing epegRNA sequences targeting the same DNA Tape sequence but differing in insertions. Order this 
DNA pool (GF_01) as single-stranded DNA. The design in Supplementary Table 1 includes all components of the epegRNA (i.e., 
spacer, sgRNA scaffold, reverse transcription template, and the primer-binding site) and 15 bp of homology arms for isothermal 
assembly to the acceptor vector flanking the epegRNA design. The evoPreQ1 knot sequence is already included in the plasmid 
backbone, so it is not included in the designed oligonucleotide.

(ii) Following the example in Supplementary Table 1, order a PCR primer set (OLG001 and OLG002) to amplify the pool of 
TAPE-targeting epegRNA fragments to make the DNA pool double stranded.
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Cloning a pool of UMI-labeled DNA Tape expression cassettes
● TIMINg 3–4 days
3. Design and order the DNA Tape sequence pool as a single-stranded oligonucleotide 

and primers to amplify the DNA Tape oligonucleotide by following the examples in 
Supplementary Table 1.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP Each of the DNA Tape sequences in the pool contains a unique 8-bp 
barcode (NNNNNNNN) known as ‘TapeBC’, which enables the identification of unique DNA 
Tapes that have been integrated into the cell’s genome.

4. Perform a restriction digest on the piggyBAC-U6-GFP-WPRE plasmid with the restriction 
enzyme KpnI-HF as follows and prepare the linearized DNA plasmid fragment to clone in the 
DNA Tape sequence as described in Step 2A(ii–vi).

Component Volume (µl) Final concentration

piggyBAC-U6-GFP-WPRE plasmid Volume for 5 µg –

KpnI-HF (20,000 U/ml) 5 2,500 U/ml

10× rCutSmart buffer 4 1×

Nuclease-free water Up to 40 –

  ▲ CRITICAL STEP The DNA Tape sequence is placed in the 3′ UTR of GFP for later selection of 
cells that have stably integrated DNA Tape.

5. Set up the qPCR reaction to prepare a pool of DNA Tapes with homology arms for isothermal 
assembly, as described in Box 2, step 1B(iii–xv). Use the DNA pool and primers ordered in 
Step 3 for the qPCR reaction. Amplification must be done with a low number of cycles (fewer 
than five) to minimize PCR-associated issues with repetitive sequences.

(iii) Using the single-stranded DNA pool from Step 1B(xi) as a template and the PCR primer pair from Step 1B(xii), set up the qPCR reaction 
as indicated in the table below to prepare a double-stranded DNA pool of TAPE-targeting epegRNA sequences.

Component Volume (µl) Final concentration

DNA pool from Step 1B(xi) 1–2 –

Forward primer (100 µM) 0.1 0.4 µM

Reverse primer (100 µM) 0.1 0.4 µM

KAPA Robust 2× Hotstart mix 12.5 1×

SYBR Green (100×) 0.1 0.4×

Water Up to 25 –

  ▲ CRITICAL STEP We recommend diluting the pool of single-stranded DNA to 1 ng/µl in water and using 1–2 µl of the diluted pool in 
the PCR reaction. However, a larger amount of the DNA pool can be used to minimize the number of PCR cycles required.

(iv) Perform qPCR by using the following thermocycler program:

Step Temperature (°C) Time Cycling instructions

1 95 2 min –

2 95 15 s –

3 65 15 s –

4 72 (with the plate read at the end) 90 s Go back to step 2; repeat 5–8 cycles

5 72 3 min –

6 10 Hold –

  ▲ CRITICAL STEP The number of PCR cycles can be optimized depending on the amount of DNA template loaded, although the 
total number should be kept to a minimum to avoid PCR amplification biases.

(v) Purify the double-stranded DNA pool by using AMPure XP beads and following the manufacturer’s instructions or by using a preferred 
method of DNA purification.

(continued from previous page)
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 ▲ CRITICAL STEP PCR amplification might contribute to the contraction and loss of 
repetitive TAPE sequences. The PCR step can be avoided altogether by ordering the entire 
DNA Tape sequence as two separate single-stranded DNA oligos to be annealed into a 
double-stranded fragment as described in Box 2, step 1A(ii–iii).

6. Purify the double-stranded DNA by using AMPure XP beads and following the 
manufacturer’s recommendations or use a preferred method of DNA purification. Quantify 
the concentration of this DNA pool with UV-visible spectrophotometry (NanoDrop).

7. Set up the isothermal assembly reaction as follows:

Component Volume (µl) Final concentration

Purified, cut vector (from Step 6) For 30 ng of digested vector 3 ng/µl

DNA Tape pool (from Step 5) For threefold molar ratio over the amount of the 
acceptor vector

–

NEBuilder HiFi 2× master mix 5 1×

Water Up to 10 –

8. Incubate the isothermal assembly at 50 °C for 60 min in a thermocycler.
9. Transform 5 µl of the isothermal assembly reaction into 50 µl of C3040H competent cells by 

following the manufacturer’s protocol.
10. Dilute the transformed cells by adding 950 µl of LB medium with 100 µg/ml ampicillin.
11. Plate 10 µl of the transformed cells on an LB agar plate containing ampicillin. Add the rest of 

the cells (~990 µl) to a 250-ml Erlenmeyer flask containing 50 ml of LB supplemented with 
100 µg/ml ampicillin.

12. Incubate the plates and the flasks at 30 °C for 24 h. The flasks should be placed in a shaking 
incubator set at 200 rpm.

13. On the next day, inspect the plates and count the number of individual colonies to assess 
the complexity of the library. The estimated number of transformation events is 100 times 
the number of colonies. Purify the plasmids from the cell cultures by using the ZymoPure 
Midi kit.

14. Use Sanger sequencing to verify the cloning of the plasmid pool. Use next-generation 
sequencing to quantify the relative frequency of individual constructs within the pool by 
following Steps 30–40 and substituting gDNA with plasmid DNA.

  ◆ TRoubLESHooTINg

Recording the order of transfection events in HEK293T cells
● TIMINg 14–64 days
generating a DNA Typewriter recorder cell line
● TIMINg 10–12 days
15. Thaw a stock vial of HEK293T cells at passage 5 or lower and culture the cells as described in 

Box 1, before conducting the recording experiment.
16. Generate a stable DNA Tape recorder cell line by co-transfecting cells with the DNA 

Tape transposon vector pool and transposase vector at a mass ratio of 8:2. Follow the 
manufacturer’s instructions for Lipofectamine 3000 to transfect the HEK293T cells.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP Different ratios between transposon and transposase can be tested 
to achieve high multiplicity of integration. A higher number of integration events 
(15–20 events) would be ideal to resolve the order between signals and allocate enough 
targets for editing in each cell.

17. Wait 5–7 days after the initial transfection for cells to recover and for episomal plasmid to 
dilute out of the transfected cell population.

18. Select the cells with stable integration of DNA Tape. The top 15% of GFP-expressing cells can 
be sorted via FACS as a proxy for cells with a higher number of stably integrated DNA Tapes.

 ■ PAuSE PoINT The cells sorted for stable integration of DNA Tape can be frozen and stored 
in liquid nitrogen indefinitely by following the procedures described in Box 1 and used for 
recording experiments at a later time.

  ◆ TRoubLESHooTINg
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Sequential transfections with the DNA Tape recorder cell line
● TIMINg 3–51 days
19. Seed the HEK293T recorder cell line from Step 19 into a 24-well plate (WP) so that the cells 

reach 60–80% confluency ~24 h later at the time of transfection.
20. Following the Lipofectamine 3000 manufacturer’s protocol, prepare the DNA transfection 

mix for transfecting cells in a 24-WP, such that a mass ratio of 1:3 epegRNA plasmid (from 
Step 2A(xvi) or 2B(x)) and prime editor plasmid (PE2 or PE4max) is achieved.

21. Perform co-transfection of the epegRNA plasmid and prime editor plasmid in the HEK293T 
recorder cell line by adding the DNA transfection mix from Step 21 dropwise to the center of 
the well. After returning the plate to the incubator, ensure an even distribution of the DNA 
transfection mix in the medium by gently shaking the plate back and forth several times 
along its horizontal axis, then its vertical axis.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP The transfection efficiency determines the observed editing efficiency 
in prime editing. Transfect the cells by closely following the Lipofectamine 3000 protocol 
as per the manufacturer’s instructions to reach the optimal transfection efficiency for 
HEK293T cells.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP Generally, we see editing efficiency increase over the first 3 days after 
transfection because of an accumulation of edited targets. The percentage of edited cells 
and percentage of edited sites will depend on three factors: the transfection efficiency, 
the rate at which the transfected plasmids dilute out with cell expansion and prime-editing 
efficiency.

22. Within the next 6–18 h, passage 10% of the cells from each well to a new set of wells in a 
24-WP. If desired, collect the remaining cells for gDNA preparation (Steps 26–29).

23. Incubate the cells at 37 °C in an incubator at 5% CO2 and monitor their growth daily.
24. Once the cells have reached 60–80% confluency, repeat Steps 22–25 for multiple rounds of 

sequential transfections to record the order of transfection events. It typically takes 3 days 
for plated HEK293T cells to reach 60–80% confluency.

  ◆ TRoubLESHooTINg

Collection of the DNA Tape from cells: cell lysis and gDNA harvest
● TIMINg 2–3 h
25. Trypsinize the monolayer of HEK293T cells (from Step 25) to lift off the cells and estimate 

the cell number as described in Box 1.
26. Aspirate the supernatant, leaving a hard cell pellet at the bottom of the tube.
27. Lyse the cells by resuspending the cell pellet in 1 µl of freshly prepared gDNA lysis 

buffer for every 2,000 cells. Pipette up and down to break up the pellet and ensure 
complete lysis.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP Alternatively, gDNA can be purified by using commercially 
available kits such as DNeasy blood & tissue kit and following the manufacturer’s 
recommendations.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP Cell lysis with SDS initially makes the solution viscous at high cell 
concentrations. Once the protein digestion is complete, the solution returns to its 
original viscosity.

28. Transfer the lysis reaction into a PCR strip tube and run the following thermocycler 
protocol:

Step Temperature (°C) Time

1 50 60 min

2 85 30 min

3 4 Hold

■ PAuSE PoINT The resulting gDNA lysis mix can now be used for subsequent library 
preparation. It can be stored at 4 °C for short-term storage (~1 week) or −20 °C for several 
months.
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Preparation of the Illumina sequencing library from gDNA samples
● TIMINg 4–6 h
29. Design and order PCR primers (OLG009 and OLG010) to selectively amplify the DNA Tape 

locus from gDNA (from Step 29) by following the example in Supplementary Table 1.
 ▲ CRITICAL STEP The forward PCR primer contains the Illumina Nextera handle, and 

the reverse PCR primer contains the Illumina TruSeq handle, as used in the original 
implementation of DNA Typewriter. However, we do not foresee any problems with using 
another combination of Nextera and/or TruSeq handles to amplify DNA Tape sequences 
from gDNA.

30. In a PCR tube, set up the following qPCR reaction mix:

Component Volume (µl) Final concentration

gDNA (from Step 29) 1.6–2 6–10 ng/µl

100 µM OLG009 0.2 0.4 µM

100 µM OLG010 0.2 0.4 µM

SYBR Green (100×) 0.2 0.4×

KAPA2G Robust 2× master mix 25 1×

Water Up to 50 –

▲ CRITICAL STEP The amount of gDNA to be used may require further optimization to avoid 
bottlenecking the number of unique DNA Tape molecules available for sequencing in the 
sample; however, adding too much gDNA may inhibit the PCR reaction.

31. Load the samples from Step 31 in a thermocycler and amplify the DNA Tape loci by running 
the following qPCR thermocycler conditions:

Step Temperature (°C) Time Cycling instructions

1 95 2 min –

2 95 15 s –

3 65 15 s –

4 72 (with the plate read at the end) 90 s Go back to step 2; repeat ~25 cycles

5 72 3 min –

6 10 Hold –

▲ CRITICAL STEP Because DNA TAPE fragments with edits are not much longer than 
fragments without edits, there should not be huge PCR amplification biases within the 
pool of edited and unedited DNA TAPE species. However, we still recommend keeping 
the number of PCR cycles moderate (~25), certainly less than 40 in total. Monitor the SYBR 
Green curves and stop the cycling reaction right before the curves reach their inflection 
point.

32. Purify the qPCR reactions with AMPure XP beads by following the manufacturer’s 
instructions. Elute in 50 µl of water. We recommend a 1× AMPure XP bead clean-up for 
5xTAPE.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP Choose the appropriate AMPure XP bead ratio to size-select for the length 
of the amplicon containing the DNA Tape used.

33. Check for the correct size of the resulting purified product by running 1 µl on the 
TapeStation with a D1000 ScreenTape or by using gel electrophoresis.

34. Design and order Nextera P5 (OLG011) and TruSeq P7 (OLG012) Illumina indexing primers to 
prepare the final Illumina sequencing library. Follow the example in Supplementary Table 1.

35. To add P5 and P7 sequencing adapters and indices, set up the following qPCR reaction in a 
PCR strip tube:

Component Volume (µl) Final concentration

AMPure XP bead-purified PCR product from Step 33 0.5–1 –

10 µM F OLG011 1 0.4 µM

10 µM R OLG012 1 0.4 µM
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Component Volume (µl) Final concentration

SYBR Green (100×) 0.1 0.4×

KAPA2G Robust 2× master mix 12.5 1×

Water Up to 25 –

36. Place the tube in a thermocycler and perform the following qPCR:

Step Temperature (°C) Time Cycling instructions

1 95 2 min –

2 95 15 s –

3 65 15 s –

4 72 (with the plate read at the end) 90 s Go back to step 2; repeat 7 cycles

5 72 3 min –

6 10 Hold –

▲ CRITICAL STEP 5–8 PCR cycles should be sufficient to convert most of the DNA fragments 
into ones with Illumina sequencing adapters.

37. Purify the qPCR reaction with AMPure XP beads by following the manufacturer’s protocol 
and using a 0.8–0.9× bead clean-up for 5xTAPE.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP If not using 5xTAPE, choose the appropriate AMPure XP bead ratio for the 
length of the DNA Tape amplicon.

38. Check for the correct size of the resulting purified product by running 1 µl on the 
TapeStation with a D1000 ScreenTape or by using gel electrophoresis.

39. Sequence the resulting library by using a next-generation sequencing platform 
(e.g., Illumina NextSeq or MiSeq instruments).

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP The loading concentration of the sequencing library should be 
empirically determined to minimize over-clustering on the sequencing flow cell. We 
typically load 1.5 pM for the NextSeq 550 system with 20–30% internal PhiX control.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP We typically use a single read that covers the entire DNA Tape amplicon 
from Read1 (e.g., 148 cycles for Read1, 10 cycles for Index1 and 10 cycles for Index2 with the 
NextSeq 500/550 v2.5 150-cycle kit).

Analysis of sequencing data from recording the order of transfections with DNA 
Typewriter
● TIMINg 2–4 h
▲ CRITICAL Here, we outline the steps to analyze sequencing data from DNA Typewriter 
experiments. Refer to the accompanying Python/R scripts for example commands for data 
analysis, shared through the Figshare (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22728758.v1)37 
platform.
40. Iterate through each of the raw sequencing reads and identify the DNA Tape sequence 

(e.g., 5xTAPE) and the TapeBC sequence. Use the text pattern matching package REGEX to 
match the two 10-bp flanking sequences around the DNA Tape and extract out the TapeBC 
and Tape sequence that should contain any expected insertions. Any reads that contain 
insertions or deletions of the TAPE 14 bp (resulting in 4xTAPE or 6xTAPE, for example) are 
removed from the analysis.

41. Within the DNA Tape sequencing read, extract the InsertBCs by using the text pattern 
matching package (e.g., REGEX) and store the identity of these InsertBCs in a table, in which 
the rows are a single sequencing read and the columns are the prime editing–mediated 
insertion events at the five DNA Tape sites.
◆ TRoubLESHooTINg

42. From the recording sites within the DNA Tape (e.g., Site-1 to Site-5 within 5xTAPE), count 
the total number of neighboring bigram sequences. A bigram consists of two InsertBCs 
from adjacent sites in the 5xTAPE. Count the number of times a bigram appears in Site-1 
and Site-2, Site-2 and Site-3, Site-3 and Site-4 and Site-4 and Site-5. If a total of 16 possible 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22728758.v1
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barcodes (InsertBCs) can be inserted into DNA Tape, 16 × 16 = 256 possible bigrams should 
be counted.

43. On the basis of the bigram count from Step 43, calculate the frequencies of each bigram 
combination. In this part of the analysis, we recommend disregarding the bigrams 
consisting of two of the same InsertBCs.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP The relative order between two InsertBCs is determined by the ratio of 
their bigram frequencies. For example, if the bigram consisting of InsertBCs ‘AACGGA’ and 
‘TAGGGA’ appears more frequently than the bigram consisting of InsertBCs ‘TAGGGA’ 
and ‘AACGGA’, then we can infer that the transfection of the epegRNA inserting ‘AACGGA’ 
into DNA Tape occurred before the transfection of the epegRNA inserting ‘TAGGGA’ into 
DNA Tape.

44. Perform a bubble-sorting algorithm to sort each individual transfection event on the basis 
of the bigram frequencies in the most parsimonious order. Briefly, the order of 16 events 
is initialized with their frequency in Site-1 (from highest to lowest, where the highest is 
probably occurred earlier), and the order of two adjacent events from earliest to latest is 
switched whenever we have a bigram frequency of the reverse order that is higher than 
the initialized order. Repeat the iteration through the list until there is no change in orders 
within a single iteration.

Procedure 2

Generating a lineage-recording HEK293T cell line to be used in scRNA-seq
● TIMINg 23–28 days
Cloning the DNA Tape and epegRNA lineage-recording plasmid
● TIMINg 2–3 days
▲ CRITICAL This section describes cloning a UMI-labeled pool of lineage-recording plasmids 
(Lenti-TapeBC-5xTAPE-pegRNA-InsertBC). Each plasmid contains a U6 promoter-driven 
pegRNA that programs a 6-bp insertion as well as an EF1a promoter-driven UMI-labeled DNA 
Tape that can be captured in scRNA-seq.
1. As described in Procedure 1, Step 2A(i–vii), set up a restriction digest reaction 

with the LentiCROP-PuroR-P2A-GFP-MluI-U6-BsmBI lentiviral vector and the enzyme 
BsmBI-v2-HF as described in the table. Incubate the reaction at 37 °C for ≥3 h or 
overnight. Separate the digested product by gel electrophoresis and purify the 
digested plasmid.

Component Volume (µl) Final concentration

LentiCROP-PuroR-P2A-GFP-MluI-U6-BsmBI Volume for 5 µg –

BsmBI-v2-HF (20,000 U/ml) 5 2,500 U/ml

10× rCutSmart buffer 4 1×

Nuclease-free water Up to 40 –

2. Amplify pegRNA fragments (all possible NNNGGA DNA sequences) to insert into the 
BsmBI-digested lentiviral plasmid through isothermal assembly. Refer to Supplementary 
Table 1 for the pegRNA fragment oligo designs (qPCR-amplify GF003 with OLG005 and 
OLG006 by following Procedure 1, Step 5).

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP In this version of the lineage-recording plasmid, we use pegRNAs because 
epegRNAs had not been developed when we designed the protocol. The MluI cut site on the 
evoPreQ1 pseudoknot of epegRNAs prevents the subsequent steps of the cloning scheme 
described in this protocol. If additional stability of the pegRNA portion is desired, one may 
consider adding other versions of the 3′ pseudoknot to the pegRNA that do not contain an 
MluI cut site29.
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3. Follow Procedure 1, Step 2B(ii–x) to ligate the DNA pool of 64 pegRNA fragments from 
Step 2 into the purified BsmBI-digested plasmid from Step 1. This step generates a pool of 
plasmids with different insertion-bearing pegRNAs, although the plasmids still lack the 
5xTAPE.

4. Digest the plasmid pool from Step 3 with MluI-HF restriction enzyme to add the 5xTAPE 
portion by following a similar protocol to the one described in Procedure 1, Step 2A(i–vii). 
Incubate the reaction at 37 °C for ≥3 h or overnight. Separate the digested product by gel 
electrophoresis and purify the digested plasmid.

Component Volume (µl) Final concentration

LentiCROP-PuroR-P2A-GFP-MluI-U6-pegRNA (Step 2) Volume for 5 µg –

MluI-HF (20,000 U/ml) 5 2,500 U/ml

10× rCutSmart buffer 4 1×

Nuclease-free water Up to 40 –

5. Generate UMI-labeled DNA Tapes by qPCR amplification. See Supplementary Table 1 for 
the DNA Tape oligo designs (qPCR-amplify GF004 with OLG007 and OLG008 by following 
Procedure 1, Step 5).

6. Using isothermal assembly, insert the pool of UMI-labeled DNA Tapes from Step 5 into the 
MluI-digested plasmid pool from Step 4, as detailed in Procedure 1, Step 2B(ii–x). This step 
generates the final pool of lineage-recording plasmids, in which each plasmid will contain 
a UMI-labeled DNA Tape and a pegRNA that specifies a 6-bp insertion (NNNGGA) into the 
DNA Tape.

Stable integration of a doxycycline-inducible prime editor cassette in HEK293T cells
● TIMINg 16–20 d
7. Thaw a stock vial of HEK293T cells at passage 5 or lower and culture the cells as described in 

Box 1, before conducting the recording experiment.
8. 24 h before transfection, plate HEK293T cells in one well of a 24-WP such that the cells will 

reach 60–80% confluency in 24 h.
9. When the cells are at 60–80% confluency, transfect the piggyBAC-iPE2 plasmid for 

doxycycline-inducible PE2 expression, the piggyBAC-rtTA plasmid carrying the rtTA 
expression gene cassettes and a piggyBAC transposase (e.g., HyPBase) at a mass ratio 
of 4:4:2 into HEK293T cells with Lipofectamine 3000 by following the manufacturer’s 
protocol. This transfection will generate a stable iPE2(+) HEK293T cell line with 
doxycycline-inducible PE2.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP Prime editor cassettes can be replaced with the most recent 
version of PE, such as PE4max, for more efficient prime editing. However, our cloning 
scheme was designed before the development of more advanced, highly engineered 
prime editors.

10. Incubate the transfected cells at 37 °C and 5% CO2. 24 h after transfection, remove and 
discard the transfection medium and replace it with drug-selection medium.

11. In a 96-WP, plate the HEK293T cells selected for stable integration of the inducible 
prime-editing construct (from Step 10) such that there are expected to be 0.1 cells per well.

12. Monitor the plate daily and make note of the wells that contain a population of 
HEK293T cells resulting from the expansion of a single cell.

13. Pick multiple wells of monoclonal iPE2(+) HEK293T cell lines and transfer the cells in each 
well to a new well in a 24-WP. Continue expanding each monoclonal line until there are 
enough cells for freezing as well as the subsequent transduction.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP This HEK293T cell line will have doxycycline-inducible prime-editing 
activity; however, at this stage, the cell line is not yet usable for lineage recording, because it 
lacks stably integrated DNA Tape and epegRNAs.

 ■ PAuSE PoINT iPE2(+) HEK293T cell lines can be frozen in a freezing medium (10% (vol/vol) 
dimethyl sulfoxide in FBS) and used for future applications.
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14. (Optional) After a stable, monoclonal cell culture has been established, we recommend 
testing prime-editing activity with or without the addition of 10 ng/ul doxycycline to the 
culture medium to ensure inducible and non-leaky prime-editing activity in the iPE2(+) 
HEK293T cell line. To test the prime-editing efficiency by using the doxycycline-induced 
prime editor, a plasmid with an epegRNA programming an insertion at a native locus 
in HEK293T cells can be transfected, and the locus can be sequenced for prime-editing 
insertion analysis by following a similar procedure to the published protocol for 
prime-editing experiments in HEK293T cells38.

Preparation of lentivirus
● TIMINg 3 days
▲ CAuTIoN Prepare lentiviruses by following institutional precautions and practices 
associated with Biosafety Level 2 (BSL2).
15. Plate at least two wells of HEK293T cells in a 6-WP in lentivirus packaging medium such that 

the cells will be ~90% confluent in 20 h. Incubate the cells at 37 °C and 5% CO2.
16. Once the cells reach 90% confluency, transfect lentiviral production plasmids (ViraPower 

packaging mix and the Lenti-TargetBC-5XTAPE-pegRNA-InsertBC plasmid from Step 4) to 
the HEK293T cells by following the ThermoFisher Scientific protocol ‘Improve lentiviral 
production using Lipofectamine 3000 reagent’. Incubate the cells at 37 °C and 5% CO2.

17. 6 h after transfection, remove and replace the medium from each well with 2 ml of fresh 
lentivirus packaging medium. Incubate the cells at 37 °C and 5% CO2.

 ▲ CAuTIoN After transfection, the medium will contain infectious lentiviral particles. 
BSL2 practices and all institutional and regulatory guidelines must be followed for proper 
handling of lentivirus. Take caution to avoid contact with lentiviral particles and ensure 
proper disposal of biohazardous waste that has had contact with lentivirus.

18. From each well, collect the supernatant containing viral particles at two time points, 24 h 
and 52 h, by following the ThermoFisher Scientific protocol ‘Improve lentiviral production 
using Lipofectamine 3000 reagent’. Store the virus at 4 °C until the second time point.

19. Combine the lentiviral supernatant from the two time points and concentrate it by using 
SBI PEG-it virus precipitation solution and following the manufacturer’s instructions or by 
using an alternate lentivirus concentration method.

 ■ PAuSE PoINT Virus can be frozen at −80 °C for several months to use at a later time point, 
but generally with reduced titer. Divide the virus into aliquots of working volumes of 50 µl 
to avoid multiple freeze-thaw cycles.

Transduction of iPE2(+) HEK293T monoclonal cells
● TIMINg 2 days
▲ CAuTIoN Handling of lentivirus particles and transduction require following institutional 
precautions and practices associated with BSL2.
▲ CRITICAL In this part of the procedure, we describe the transduction protocol to generate 
HEK293T cells expressing all the components (i.e., prime editor, epegRNA cassettes and 
DNA Tape cassettes) necessary for lineage recording given the induction of prime editor 
transcription.
20. Seed the iPE2(+) HEK293T monoclonal cell line from Step 7 in ≥10 wells of a 96-WP in 

HEK293T cell culturing medium, such that the cells reach 60–80% confluency in 24 h.
 ▲ CRITICAL STEP Plate at different densities to ensure at least one well with 60–80% 

confluency the next day for lentiviral transduction.
21. Once the cells have reached 60–80% confluency, transduce iPE2(+) HEK293T cells with 

5xTAPE/epegRNA lentivirus from Step 17 by using Magnetofection reagents according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP We recommend aiming for a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 
20–30 to ensure enough recording sites from the DNA Tape portion of the integrated 
lineage-recording lentiviral construct. In addition, the set of pegRNA-expression cassettes 
found in each cell must include enough unique pegRNAs, because each pegRNA drives a 
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unique type of edit in the DNA Tape. Having enough diversity of edits to the DNA Tape will 
facilitate the lineage-reconstruction analysis. Magnetofection reagents may aid in reaching 
high MOI in the case of suboptimal viral preparation.

Recording single-cell lineage information in HEK293T cells
● TIMINg 21–28 days
Induction of lineage recording during the expansion of a single cell
● TIMINg 21–28 days
▲ CRITICAL We recommend carefully following the procedure described here and using 
the cell culture dilutions indicated to generate a monoclonal culture for the easiest 
reconstruction of lineage information (1 cell per well of a 96-WP). Lineage information 
can be reconstructed in a polyclonal culture, but multiple lineage trees would be generated 
(one per each starting cell).
22. 16–24 h after transduction (Steps 20 and21), dissociate the transduced cells by following 

the trypsinization procedure detailed in Box 1.
23. Count the cells with a cell counter to estimate the number of live cells per milliliter.
24. Dilute the cells at three different concentrations in 11 ml of HEK293T cell culturing medium: 

2 cells/100 µl, 0.2 cells/100 µl and 0.02 cells/100 µl.
25. Add doxycycline at a concentration of 10 ng/µl to each cell dilution from Step 24 to induce 

the expression of prime editors and start lineage recording in the DNA Typewriter system.
26. Prepare a 96-WP per concentration condition by seeding 100 µl of each cell suspension per 

well, resulting in 2, 0.2 or 0.02 cells per well, respectively. Incubate the cells at 37 °C and 
5% CO2.

27. After 4–5 days, ensure that cells have adhered to the bottom of the plate. Carefully remove 
and discard the culture medium and replace it with fresh HEK293T cell culturing medium 
supplemented with 10 ng/µl doxycycline. Incubate the cells at 37 °C and 5% CO2.

28. Throughout the next 20 days, monitor the cell cultures under a fluorescence microscope 
in a 96-WP and identify wells with a single colony with consistent GFP fluorescence levels 
throughout the colony.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP Ensure that the wells chosen contain only a single colony that came from 
the expansion of a single cell.

29. For each well containing a single colony, dissociate the colony and plate it into a single well 
of a 24-WP. Incubate the cells at 37 °C and 5% CO2 and grow them until they reach 60–80% 
confluency. Replace the medium in each well every other day with fresh HEK293T cell 
medium supplemented with 10 ug/ml doxycycline.

30. Once the cells have reached 60–80% confluency, dissociate and plate them into a single well 
of a 6-WP. Continue changing the medium in the wells every other day with HEK293T cell 
medium supplemented with doxycycline until the cells reach 80% confluency.

Choosing a monoclonal cell line for scRNA-seq profiling
● TIMINg 2–4 days
▲ CRITICAL The monoclonal lines from Step 30 can be assayed for the MOI of the DNA Tape 
and prime-editing efficiency once they have reached 80% confluency. Those monoclonal lines 
showing sufficient editing of the DNA Tape will be used for scRNA-seq experiments to capture 
both the cellular transcriptome and molecules of TapeBC-5xTAPE with recorded lineage 
information.
31. Dissociate the cells from Step 30 by adding 500 µl of trypsin to each well. Incubate at 

37 °C for 5 min and quench the trypsinization reaction with ≥3 volumes of pre-warmed 
HEK293T cell medium.

32. Collect 50% of the cell suspension from Step 31 in a 1.5-ml Eppendorf tube and centrifuge 
for 3 min at 500g at room temperature. Freeze down the cells for long-term storage in liquid 
nitrogen by following the freezing procedure detailed in Box 1, step 13.

33. Centrifuge the remaining 50% of the cell suspension from Step 30 at 500g for 3 min for 
gDNA extraction to prepare sequencing libraries (Procedure 1, Steps 26–40). Calculate the 
number of unique DNA Tape integrations in each monoclonal line as well as the percentage 
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of DNA Tapes that have a successful prime-editing event at the first TAPE site by following 
Procedure 1, Steps 41 and 42. Select the monoclonal line with ~20–30 unique DNA Tape 
integrations and ≥90% editing rate at the first site of the DNA Tape for the preparation of the 
scRNA-seq library.

Preparation of the scRNA-seq library
● TIMINg 1–4 days
34. Once the monoclonal line for the scRNA-seq lineage-tracing experiment has been selected 

(Step 33), thaw the cells (Step 32) and seed them into a six-WP in HEK293T cell medium.
 ▲ CRITICAL STEP Ensure that doxycycline is not included in the culture medium so that the 

prime editing and further recording of lineage information are disabled.
35. Incubate the cells in 37 °C and 5% CO2 and monitor them for adherence to the plate and for 

growth. Once the cells have reached 80% confluency, harvest the cells by adding 500 µl of 
trypsin to the well and incubating for 5 min at 37 °C.

36. Quench the trypsinization reaction by adding ≥3 volumes of HEK293T cell medium. Collect 
the cells in a 1.5-ml Eppendorf tube and centrifuge at 500g for 3 min. Remove and discard the 
supernatant and wash the pellet by resuspending the cells in 10 ml of HEK293T cell medium.

37. Using the cells harvested in Step 36, prepare cDNA for library construction according to the 
Chromium Next GEM single-cell 3′ reagent kit v3.1 with feature barcoding technology for 
CRISPR screening (manual part no. CG000205 Rev D) protocol from 10X Genomics Step2.3A.x.

38. To ensure the recovery of unique TapeBC-5xTAPE molecules, collect cDNA by following 
Step 2.3B.xiv of the 10X Genomics Chromium protocol.

39. Use the cDNA samples from both Steps 37 and 38 (TapeBC-5xTAPE cDNA molecules are 
present in both of the cDNA products) to set up a qPCR reaction as indicated in the first 
table. Run the qPCR reaction according to the amplification profile in the second table:

Component Volume (µl) Final concentration

cDNA from 10X Genomics Chromium protocol, Step 2.3A.x (from Step 37) 5 −

cDNA from 10X Genomics Chromium protocol, Step 2.3B.xiv (from Step 38) 5 −

OLG013 (100 µM) 0.2 0.4 µM

OLG014 (100 µM) 0.2 0.4 µM

KAPA Robust 2× Hotstart mix 25 1×

SYBR Green (100×) 0.2 0.4×

Water Up to 50 –

Step Temperature (°C) Time Cycling instructions

1 95 2 min –

2 95 15 s –

3 65 15 s –

4 72 (with the plate read at the end) 90 s Go back to step 2; repeat 15–17 cycles

5 72 3 min –

6 10 Hold –

▲ CRITICAL STEP We recommend keeping the number of PCR cycles around 15 and certainly 
<17 in total, to avoid the production of possible PCR byproducts such as chimeric cDNA 
molecules. Monitor the SYBR Green curves and stop the cycling reaction before the curves 
reach their inflection point.

40. Purify the pool of DNA Tapes with single-cell barcodes by using AMPure XP beads and 
following the manufacturer’s instructions or by using a preferred method of DNA 
purification. Elute the purified DNA in 50 µl of water.

41. To add P5 and P7 sequencing adapters and indices to the library, set up a qPCR reaction in a 
PCR strip tube according to the amplification profile indicated in the second table. 5–8 PCR 
cycles should be sufficient to convert most of the DNA fragments into ones with Illumina 
sequencing adapters.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/CG000205
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Component Volume (µl) Final concentration

AMPure XP bead-purified PCR product from Step 40 0.5–1 –

10 µM F OLG011 1 0.4 µM

10 µM R OLG012 1 0.4 µM

SYBR Green (100×) 0.1 0.4×

KAPA2G Robust 2× Master Mix 12.5 1×

Water Up to 25 –

Step Temperature (°C) Time Cycling instructions

1 95 2 min –

2 95 15 s –

3 65 15 s –

4 72 (with the plate read at the end) 90 s Go back to step 2; repeat 7 cycles

5 72 3 min –

6 10 Hold –

42. Purify the qPCR reaction with AMPure XP beads by following the manufacturer’s protocol 
and using a 0.7–0.8× bead clean-up for 5xTAPE with 10X Genomics single-cell barcodes. 
If not using 5xTAPE, choose the appropriate AMPure XP bead ratio for the length of the DNA 
Tape amplicon.

43. Check for the correct size of the resulting purified product by running 1 µl of the product on 
the TapeStation with a D1000 ScreenTape or by using gel electrophoresis.

44. Sequence the resulting library by using a next-generation sequencing platform 
(e.g., Illumina NextSeq or MiSeq instruments).

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP The loading concentration of the sequencing library should be 
empirically determined to minimize overclustering on the sequencing flow cell. 
We typically load 1.5 pM for the NextSeq 550 system with 20–30% internal PhiX control.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP We typically use a single read that covers the entire DNA Tape amplicon 
from Read2 and use Read1 for reading through the 10X Genomics CellBC and UMI 
(e.g., 28 cycles for Read1 for reading the CellBC and UMI added during cDNA synthesis, 
10 cycles for Index1, 10 cycles for Index2 and 200 cycles for Read2 to read through the 
DNA Tape). We typically use the NextSeq 500/550 v2.5 300-cycle kit.

Analysis of sequencing data from single-cell lineage-recording experiments with 
DNA Typewriter
● TIMINg 2–4 h
▲ CRITICAL Here, we outline the steps to analyze sequencing data from DNA Typewriter 
experiments. Refer to the accompanying Python/R scripts for example commands for data 
analysis, shared through the Figshare (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22728758.v1)37 
platform.

generation of a phylogenetic tree from scRNA-seq data
● TIMINg 2–4 h
45. Create a dataframe summarizing the sequencing data from Step 44. Each row in the table 

represents an individual single-cell barcoded DNA Tape read. The columns are as follows: 
16-bp CellBC (from the 10X Genomics platform), 8-bp TapeBC and InsertBC sequences 
found in the DNA Tape (five InsertBCs in the case of 5xTAPE). Perform string processing to 
extract these values from each read, because these values should be located within the read 
in expected locations.

46. Quantify the number of unique DNA Tapes captured from each cell by grouping the table 
of sequences on the basis of the 16-bp CellBC. The number of unique TapeBCs per grouping 
indicates the number of captured DNA Tapes per cell.

47. Create an allowlist of TapeBCs for the analysis, filtering out the DNA Tapes that are not 
recovered in a large proportion of single cells. The cells that will be used for the lineage 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22728758.v1
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reconstruction will contain every one of those allowed DNA Tapes. The allowed DNA Tapes 
should also contain diverse InsertBCs, indicating that lineage information was recorded at 
that DNA Tape locus.

 ▲ CRITICAL STEP Choosing a smaller set of allowed TapeBCs will result in fewer cells being 
filtered out downstream. However, the lineage information may not be sufficient to fully 
reconstruct the lineage tree. We recommend selecting at least eight TapeBCs with diverse 
InsertBCs and restricting the analysis to cells in which all eight TapeBCs are recovered.

 ◆ TRoubLESHooTINg
48. Filter for the single cells that contain all the TapeBCs in the allowlist. The rest of the cells can 

be removed from the analysis.
49. Create a cell-by-cell matrix of lineage distances with the following algorithm. For each 

cell pair within the remaining cells from Step 47, count the number of shared sequential 
edits across all 5xTAPEs and subtract this number from the total number of recording sites 
(five times the number of 5xTAPEs used).

50. The resulting lineage distances between all cell pairs can be used to generate the lineage 
tree by using available packages for phylogenetics (e.g., phangorn and ape packages in R).

Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting advice can be found in Table 1. For more detailed troubleshooting guidelines 
on how to design and execute prime-editing experiments in mammalian cells, see ref. 38.

Table 1 | Troubleshooting table

Step Problem Possible reason Solution

Procedure 1

2A(xii) Low efficiency of 
pegRNA cloning

Background with original plasmid is high 
(RFP+ colonies)

Perform longer Golden Gate assembly thermocycler protocol, cycling 
between 16 °C (optimal for T4 DNA ligase) and 37 °C (optimal for BsaI-HF-v2) 
≥50 times. The latter step should cut any re-annealed plasmids with the 
original insert. Taking care to fully digest the plasmid and excise only the 
digested fragment will help reduce background

14 Truncation or 
expansion of the TAPE 
repetitive sequence 
in the cloned plasmid 
library

Too many PCR cycles used to convert the 
synthesized oligomer with TAPE repeats 
into double-stranded DNA for insertion into 
the plasmid backbone

Use fewer PCR cycles by directly monitoring the amplification process 
with a qPCR instrument or order a gene fragment to directly insert into the 
plasmid backbone

Recombination of the TAPE repetitive 
sequence in the plasmid during bacterial 
culture

Be careful not to overgrow the bacterial culture. Use recombination-deficient 
competent cells for transformation and grow the culture at 30 °C to minimize 
recombination

18 Low MOI when 
generating a stable 
TAPE cell line

No selection before isolating clones A drug resistance gene can be incorporated into the TAPE construct as a 
selectable marker to identify clones with successful TAPE integration

No sorting of high-expressing clones Include the TAPE design as part of the 3′ UTR of a fluorescent protein. Sort 
the top 1–5% of the population with the highest fluorescence as a proxy for 
high TAPE expression

Non-optimal transduction conditions Concentrate virus after harvest and/or boost the infection rate with the 
Magnetofection system

24 The HEK293T recorder 
cell line reaches 
confluency in <3 days 
between the sequential 
transfections

Too many cells were passaged from the 
previous transfection event

Allow an interval of 3 days between the sequential transfections so that 
insertions mediated by prime editing can accumulate on the DNA Tape 
before the next round of transfection. Seed a lower number of cells (e.g., 
plate only 5% or 8% of the cells in each well into a new set of wells after the 
initial transfection)

41 Low efficiency of prime 
editing

Low transfection efficiency (i.e., low 
percentage of cells receiving all the 
components for DNA Typewriter)

Closely follow the manufacturer’s protocol for transfection. Different 
transfection methods may need to be explored to find the optimal one

Cells have been harvested too soon for 
analysis after induction of prime editing

The prime-editing efficiency with transiently transfected components 
usually reaches maximum editing at ~3 days in HEK293T cells. Other cell 
lines and methods of transgene delivery may differ in the amount of time 
needed

Non-optimal pegRNA design See refs. 31,33 for pegRNA design principles
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Timing

Procedure 1
Steps 1–2, cloning of DNA Tape–targeting epegRNA expression cassettes: 3–4 days
Steps 3–14, cloning a pool of UMI-labeled DNA Tape expression cassettes: 3–4 days
Steps 15–18, generating a DNA Typewriter recorder cell line: 10–12 days
Steps 19–24, sequential transfections with the DNA Tape recorder cell line: 3–51 days
Steps 25–28, collection of the DNA Tape from cells: cell lysis and gDNA harvest: 2–3 h
Steps 29–39, preparation of the Illumina sequencing library from gDNA samples: 4–6 h
Steps 40–44, analysis of sequencing data from recording the order of transfections with DNA 
Typewriter: 2–4 h

Procedure 2
Steps 1–6, cloning the DNA Tape and epegRNA lineage-recording plasmid: 2–3 days
Steps 7–14, stable integration of the doxycycline-inducible prime editor cassette in 
HEK293T cells: 16–20 days
Steps 15–19, preparation of the lentivirus: 3 days
Steps 20–21, transduction of the cells: 2 days
Steps 22–30, induction of lineage recording during the expansion of a single cell: 21–28 days
Steps 31–33, choosing the monoclonal cell line for scRNA-seq profiling: 2–4 days
Steps 34–44, preparation of the scRNA-seq library: 1–4 days
Steps 45–50, analysis of sequencing data from the single-cell lineage-recording experiment with 
DNA Typewriter: 2–4 h

Boxes
Box 1, HEK293T cell culture and passaging: 1 h
Box 2, design and order of oligo splints: 1–4 h

Anticipated results

In recording the order of transfection events by using DNA Typewriter, we anticipate that each 
round of editing will induce ≥5–10% editing combined across different sites of the DNA Tape. 
To assess the editing efficiency of the prepared reagents, a small portion of cell material can 
be collected after ≥1 day from the first round of recording (Procedure 1, Step 23) and subjected 
to the protocol described to evaluate the presence of any anticipated editing (Procedure 1, 
Steps 26–45). Next-generation sequencing is ideal to accurately quantify editing efficiency, 
although Sanger sequencing can be used to check the editing efficiency qualitatively by 
looking at the frequency of mixed bases at the insertion site. If new DNA Tape sequences are 
being tested, one could also check possible non-sequential editing within the DNA Tape, 
where later sites are edited while earlier sites remain unedited. If the editing efficiency seems 

Step Problem Possible reason Solution

Procedure 2

47 Low capture rate of the 
DNA Tape in scRNA-seq

Relying on just oligo-dT capture of the TAPE 
transcript

Addition of 10× CS1 and CS2 sequences generally will lead to more capture 
of TAPE transcripts in 10X Genomics scRNA-seq platforms

Cell line–specific silencing of the DNA Tape High MOI of the DNA Tape can make up for silencing of some integrants. 
Waiting too long to use the cell line for experiments after selection and 
monoclonal isolation may coincide with silencing of TAPE expression

Table 1 (continued) | Troubleshooting table
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lower than expected, a positive control condition that targets a known native genomic locus 
for editing could help troubleshoot which reagent is not working as intended. After multiple 
rounds of recording, one could extract insertion sequences from DNA Tape sequencing reads 
and calculate bigram frequencies (Procedure 1, Steps 41–45) to infer the order of sequential 
transfection events. We anticipate that similar results can be achieved in cell culture systems 
that show reasonable prime-editing efficiency and are amenable to multiple rounds of 
transfection.

In addition, we expect the capture of DNA Tapes to integrate well with scRNA-seq platforms 
such as 10X Genomics, such that single-cell transcriptional profiles are simultaneously 
captured with lineage information. Like the experiments for recording transfection orders, 
achieving adequate editing efficiency is key to inferring high-resolution lineage information. 
In general, the editing efficiency should be high enough to record two to three edits per cell 
division. If, for instance, there are 20 active editing sites across 20 unique integrations of DNA 
Tape constructs, the rate of editing efficiency should equate to 10–15% editing per cell division. 
A higher number of DNA Tape integrations or a slower cell division rate could help overcome 
lower editing efficiency by providing more targets and time for edits to accumulate before 
each cell division.

In our demonstration, we generated a lineage tree for a monoclonal population of 
HEK293T cells that share the same ancestor cell at the start of the lineage recording. The quality 
of lineage recording data can be initially assessed by inspecting the resulting tree and associated 
edits. When lineage recording is successful, one would expect to see the same multiple edits 
shared in specific clades of cells. In addition, one can use bootstrapping analysis to assess 
the quality of each branching point within the tree. Our single-cell lineage dataset detected 
19 DNA Tapes and used 16 for lineage reconstruction. During bootstrapping implemented with 
the APE R package39, we resampled different DNA Tapes from the 19 detected, reconstructed a 
tree each time, and quantified the number of the same branching events observed in the tree 
reconstructed using the original set of 16 DNA Tapes. Thus, the robustness of the resulting 
lineage tree can be assessed by bootstrapping analysis.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature Portfolio Reporting Summary 
linked to this article.

Data availability
Example data files have been deposited to Figshare (https://doi.org/10.6084/
m9.figshare.22728758.v1)37. Plasmids to clone in pegRNAs and DNA Tape have been deposited 
to Addgene (cat. nos. 200029 for lentiviral backbone construct and 200030 for piggyBAC 
backbone construct).

Code availability
Along with the example data, example scripts that can be directly used to analyze example data 
files have been deposited to Figshare (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22728758.v1)37. For 
recording the order of transfection, we have included an example script (TAPE_text_sorting.
ipynb) to determine the order of transfected barcodes from paired-end sequencing data. For 
generating a single-cell lineage tree, we run a first custom script (TAPE_10X_read2fromBAM.
ipynb) to extract the single-cell barcode information along with edits in captured DNA 
Tape molecules. The output can then be used in the second custom script (DNATypewriter_
SingleCellLineage_Rscript.ipynb) to plot the lineage tree on the basis of the shared patterns of 
edited DNA Tapes from single cells.
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